


As a World Championship dancer Tania Kehlet knows the 

importance of quality practice wear, and this premium dancewear 

collection has been specially designed to make you look and 

feel great as you perform. The beautifully crafted style lines 

help enhance your movements and give you extra confidence 

to be your best on the dance floor. Made from exclusive 

CHRISANNE CLOVER fabrics and delicate motif details, this 

innovative practice range is the ultimate collection for exceptional 

style and comfort. Each piece has been specially crafted to 

provide you a fresh and modern practice wear selection filled 

with super chic design features guaranteed to make you feel 

first-class.

“This is now the 5th launch of my practice wear collection and I am as 
excited now as I was for the first.

 
This year we chose to photograph the catalogue in the beautiful 
surroundings of Rome to give the collection the unique and stunning 
background it deserves. The collections have improved each year - fabrics, 

fit and design  - and this year is certainly no exception!
 

In my opinion this year is the best collection ever. It has been a long 
process of making sure each piece is perfectly fitted so that the beautiful 
designs not only look stunning but moves with the body just the way I 
want them to while practising. Through the years the collaboration with 
Chrisanne Clover has grown stronger and stronger into team with mutual 

respect and passion for perfection.” 
 

…Love Tania x
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A classic practice piece with a twist; the Mia Top 
is a sleek 3/4 sleeve high neck top with beautiful 
stretch lace trim details and pretty key hole back 
feature creating a sleek silhouette. Worn here with 
the Rosetta Ballroom Skirt.

T.MI.TOP.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large

Inspired by the ever popular Zenith Trousers the 
Juliet Trousers are the same great fit but have an 
extra special stretch lace trim detail. These practice 
trousers are a dancers staple and work well with any 
of the tops from the range. Worn here with the Mia 
Top.

T.JL.TRS.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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This little black leotard is the perfect practice top. 
Its chic long sleeves and ornate front motif means 
this fashionable practice piece is something special. 
The Bella Leotard also features a sweet keyhole 
fastening. Worn here with the Cecila Ballroom Skirt.

T.BL.LEO.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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A new take on another favourite, the Cecilia 
Ballroom Skirt is a practice skirt with more to it 
than meets the eye.  The stylish stretch net panels 
throughout make this skirt full and light with little 
surprises as you move. For more impact it has been 
finished with a wrapped crinoline hem. Worn here 
with the Sofia Top.

T.CC.SKT.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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Inspired by current trends, the Cosmic Leotard 
has modern shapes with a classic feel. The off the 
shoulder effect into a low back creates a unique line 
that compliments the shape of the body for a clean 
silhouette. Bra cups included. Worn here with the 
Cecila Ballroom Skirt.

T.CS.LEO.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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Just like the Perla Ballroom Dress, the stunning 
Serafina Leotard has plenty of appeal. This Stretch 
Net practice top with exquisite motif feature comes 
with a Cappuccino Luxury Crepe body to be worn 
with or without for extra style options. Worn here 
with the Cecila Ballroom Skirt.

T.SF.LEO.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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This striking practice dress is the Perla Ballroom 
Dress. Made from Stretch Net over Cappuccino 
Luxury Crepe for a unique effect and sheer Stretch 
Net godets finished with crinoline creates a light 
skirt with plenty of drama. The chic motif detail 
makes for a truly eye-catching Ballroom dress.

T.PL.DRS.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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The Rosetta Ballroom practice skirt is fresh design 
that fits at the waist and flows into a full voluminous 
skirt with stretch lace panels to really show off your 
moves. Finished with a crinoline hem to give extra 
fullness on the floor. Worn here with the Mia Top.

T.RS.SKT.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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Back by popular demand, the Zenith Practice 
Trousers are tailored to give you a great fit. Finished 
with a Satin waistband for that luxurious look, these 
are the ideal practice trousers for any dancer. The 
unfinished hemline allows you to adjust the trousers 
to your perfect length. Worn here with the Cosmic 
Leotard.

T.ZN.TRS.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large

The Sofia Top is twice as powerful as your average 
practice top with a beautiful V shaped frill front and 
dramatic open back feature. The high neck with 
button closure and tie waist fastening completes 
this elegant design. Worn here with the Cecila 
Ballroom Skirt.

T.SO.TOP.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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The Antonia Ballroom Dress is a classic black dress 
with modern design features. The delicate motif 
feature has been added to the front and back to 
ensure this practice dress looks great from all 
angles. Front, back and side Stretch Net godets 
have also been added for a spectacular skirt that 
gives results.

T.AT.DRS.SIZE/BLK

PERSONALISE IT  CRYSTALLIZE IT 
For more information see page 18.

Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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Want to make more of a statement?

Then why not take advantage of the great Personalise It, Crystallize It service from 
CHRISANNE CLOVER. 

Giving you the chance to make your dancewear even more unique, you can now personalise any item 
in Inspired by Tania Kehlet range. You can change the colour of your dancewear item from a variety 
of Exclusive CHRISANNE CLOVER colours and add some extra sparkle using the finest Crystals from 

Swarovski. Make your dancewear piece a true one of a kind. For more information please call our sales 
team today on +44 (0)20 8640 5921 or email sales@chrisanne-clover.com.

1. PERSONALISE IT
Lead the way with your individuality. Personalise your dancewear item by choosing your colour from our 

range of Exclusive CHRISANNE CLOVER Luxury Crepe and Fine Stretch Net colours. This is a special order 
item and is not available directly from stock but we aim to fulfil your order within 4 weeks. 

Surcharges apply.

2. CRYSTALLIZE IT 
Add that extra special touch to your garment with Crystals from Swarovski. We will Crystallize your chosen 
garment for you; applying each crystal by hand. Because of this personal touch each Crystal pattern and 
application will vary, making each design totally unique. Once Crystallized the item will be specialist Dry 

Clean only. Contact our sales team for a range of colour and style options. Price on application.

PERSONALISE IT, CRYSTALLIZE IT

Measurements Small Medium Large
Bust 80cm 84cm 88cm

Waist 61cm 64cm 68cm

Hips 90cm 93cm 98cm

Dress Length** 94cm 94cm 94cm

Skirt Length 94cm 94cm 94cm

Trousers Length Unfinished (Inside Leg) 82cm 82cm 82cm

SIZE GUIDE

* All sizes are approximate
** From Waist



sales@chrisanne-clover.com   www.chrisanne-clover.com   Head Office: 110-112 Morden Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 4XB   Tel: +44 (0) 20 8640 5921    
Boutique: 20 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BU   Tel: +44 (0)20 8642 3552


